SLATE for LAS Standing Committees AY 2017-2018
Faculty, Academic Professionals, Instructional Staff, Undergraduate Students and Graduate Students who have agreed to serve on an LAS committee beginning Fall 2017. New members are in bold.
Service is for 2 years unless noted otherwise

The College Bylaws (VI.7.4) provide that "Additional nominations, with the nominees' consent, may be presented by petition signed by eight voting members submitted to the Secretary of the Faculty at least three calendar days prior to the election."

Election Procedures for LAS Standing Committees (VI.7.5):
1. The Nominations Committee shall present nominations for the Faculty and non-faculty members for each standing committee in the agenda for the last meeting of the Faculty for the academic year.
2. If the slate is rejected, the Nominations Committee will develop procedures for a contested election.

LAS Spring Faculty Meeting will be held Thursday April 27th at 3:00 in 1000 Lincoln Hall. Secretary of the Faculty address: 2090 Lincoln Hall, MC-448.

COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC STANDARDS
I. 
II. Justine Murison, English
III. 
IV. Inger Stole, Communication
V. Joshua Gulley, Psychology
VI. 
VII. Trevor Birkenholtz, Geography and GIS (1 year)
VIII. Maarten Bergvelt, Mathematics
Marianne Alleyne, Research Scientist
Ryan Christie, undergraduate student
Michael Pufunt, undergraduate student
Emily Brown, undergraduate student (Sp18 only)
Mary McDonald, undergraduate student (1 year)
, undergraduate student
, undergraduate student
Hannah Kim, graduate student

AWARDS COMMITTEE
I. 
II. John Karam, Spanish and Portuguese
(1 year)
III. 
IV. John Murphy, Communication
V. Lili Sahakyan, Psychology
VI. Rachel Whitaker, Microbiology
VII. Bruce Rhoads, Geography and GIS
VIII. Zoe Rapti, Mathematics
Amber Rose, undergraduate student

__________________________, graduate student

http://www.las.illinois.edu/faculty/policy/
Barbara Hall, Academic Professional, Communication
Susan Faivre, Sr Lecturer, Linguistics

COURSES AND CURRICULA COMMITTEE
I. Rick Layton, Religion
II. John Karam, Spanish & Portuguese
IV. Nicole Allen (Sp18-F19-Sp19), Robert Wickesberg (F17), Psychology
VI. Stewart Berlocher, Entomology

VIII. Anusha Thotakura, undergraduate student
      Meggan Lee, graduate student
      Allison Musser, Academic Advisor, Integrative Biology
      Kristin Wilcox, Specialized Faculty, English

GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
I. Jon Solomon, Classics
III. Laurie Johnson, Germanic Lang & Lit
IV. Andrew Orta, Anthropology
V. Florin Dolcos, Psychology
VI. Becky Fuller, Animal Biology
VII. Stephen Nesbitt, Atmospheric Sciences
VIII. Phillip Alpern, undergraduate student
      Eduardo Martinez, undergraduate student
      Kostas Kourtikakis, Teaching Associate Professor, Political Science

HONORS COUNCIL
I. Carol Symes, History
II. Renee Trilling, English
III. Misumi Sadler, EALC
IV. Brian Dill, Sociology
VIII. Christopher Rao, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering- 1 year

Christian Ray, Director of General Chemistry, Chemistry
Julie Nisperos Dean, undergraduate student
Ann Abbott, Director of Undergraduate Studies, Spanish and Portuguese

POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
I. Melissa Bowles, Spanish and Portuguese
IV.
V. Dan McMillen, Economics
VI.
VII.
VIII.